SOLAI PAINTS

COMPANY PROFILE

Who We are
Solai Paints is a Kenyan owned Paints manufacturing
company that was established in 1996, which made it
the only locally owned company then.
The company is run on modern business principles
by qualified experienced and committed management
team. Solai Paints pursues opportunity on both local
and international markets.
In today’s market, it is estimated that there are over
60 paint manufacturers in the country. This makes the
paints manufacturing industry the most competitive
in the Eastern and Central African regions. With a
variety of companies to choose from, it can be difficult
to make a decision based on research alone.

Our Dedication
Since its incorporation in 2004 Solai
Paints Ltd has become a household name
by providing residential customers with
exceptional customer service—combined
with high-quality craftsmanship.
Whether you need commercial or
residential painting done; big or small, we
work hard to provide exceptional painting
services. Painting is not just something we
do; it’s what we know.
Our deep knowledge of products and
application processes are fundamental to
our strong reputation.
Our expertise comes from years of
experience working with a variety
of products, surface materials, and
continuous training for all employees. What
this means to us is that we are not satisfied
until you are satisfied.
We go the extra mile with each and every
customer to ensure the highest level of
customer service. It is the consistent flow
of happy customers that keeps us growing
strong.

Our Mission
The core business of the company is to manufacture and sell all sorts of paints.
However, in addition, other hardware products are manufactured and sold and this
include thinner, sanding sealer, nitrocellulose clear, wood glue etc.
Solai Paints Ltd has generated much needed employment for the public within the
world, through selling, distributing and marketing of Solai paints products. We have
given business opportunities to people both at high and low levels.
At Solai paints ltd, we are committed to turn your dream of decoration into reality
by providing high quality paints in response to the changing needs of our clients, by
utilizing the latest technology to offer affordable decorative paints for all.
We shall always strive to achieve a significant and profitable market share while
remaining a responsible company.
The company’s objective is to satisfy the client’s needs and ensure efficiency to
avoid any unwarranted costs, which do not add any value to the services.
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